Year 9
GCSE Option Choices
2015 – 2016

A MESSAGE FROM THE HEADMISTRESS
Dear Year 9
Your third year in senior school is a very important one. It is in this year that choices
are made, ready for the main external examinations at 16+. For your first three years
at Bolton School you have followed a wide variety of courses. As you progress
through the school, the number of subjects you study will be reduced, first for GCSE
and then for Advanced Level. Our curriculum is flexible, incorporating all the basic
requirements of the National Curriculum and much more besides. This enables you
as an individual to build on your strengths and particular interests.
This booklet lists the subjects which are open to Year 10 and Year 11 in the Girls’
Division, together with information about the procedures leading up to the selection of
these choices.
In today’s changing world it is important that the choices you make at this stage do
not jeopardise any possible future course or career. For this reason, your timetable in
Year 10 will include a ‘Core’, together with a range of ‘Options’.
You will ALL take the core subjects: English Language, English Literature,
Mathematics and Science plus at least one of the Humanities and at least one of the
Modern Foreign Languages. All girls also have a course in P.E. You will then select
from a range of options which will give breadth and balance, allowing later
specialisation in any subject area.
You will have every opportunity to discuss your selection of options with your parents,
teachers and the careers staff before you have to submit your choices.
When you enter Year 10 you will find that it takes time to adjust to the nature, quantity
and timing of your work. Your teachers will support you in this. We want each of you
to make the most of the time leading up to your main public examinations.

Headmistress
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THE TIMETABLE GROUPS
In Years 10 and 11 the year groups are reorganised and new forms are created.
All your 'core' subjects will be taught within groups across the year. English and
Physical Education will be taught within your form groupings. Groups for Mathematics
and Science will be decided based on your ability in these subjects.
One of the present Government aims is for all children to achieve the EBacc by the
age of 16 ( at least five C grades in English, Mathematics, Science, a Modern Foreign
Language and either History or Geography). However, we encourage a broad
curriculum and do not insist that every girl chooses subjects to comply with the
EBacc.

STAFF INVOLVED IN THE OPTIONS PROCEDURE
Assistant Head:

Mr. Linfitt

Head of Middle School:

Ms. Field

Year 9 Year Tutor:

Miss. Kent and Miss. Wadey

Head of Careers:

Mrs. Lowe

The Careers Assistants are also available to discuss any issues related to careers
and subject staff are always pleased to answer questions about their own subjects.
You will have an individual options interview with the Head of Middle School, Ms
Field, Year Tutors Miss Wadey and Miss Kent or Head of Careers, Mrs Lowe.
The Year 9 Form Tutors, Miss White, Mrs Waters, Mr Boyle, Mrs Shafiq, and Mrs
Duddle, have been helping to prepare you for these important decisions in form time
and in PSHEE sessions.
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DECISIONS YOU MUST MAKE
The core compulsory subjects are:
English Language
English Literature
Mathematics
Science (leads to two or three GCSEs)
You must choose, in addition, five optional subjects (although some girls may be
advised to do fewer). You must select at least one of the Humanities subjects and at
least one Modern Foreign Language. To ensure that you gain a breadth of
experience, you are advised to include one creative or technological subject. You
should ensure that your selection represents a balanced curriculum. Even if you think
that you already know what your future career will be, do be aware that
circumstances and ideas can change.
If you do have a specific career in mind, make sure that your options are appropriate.
Visit the Careers Room to for information, or make an appointment to talk to one of
the Careers Staff.
In making your decisions, it is important to consider your workload. In the first three
years of senior school you have a rigid pattern of homework, with set subjects on
specific nights. A more flexible approach is required by GCSE and you will gain
practice in planning your own pattern of work.
The allocation of homework time in Year 10 and Year 11 is one hour for each GCSE
subject. This gives the following total:
English
Mathematics
Science
1 hour for each option

2 hrs
1 hr
3 hrs
5 hrs
11 hrs

At the beginning of Year 10, and again in Year 11, you will be asked to work out your
own schedule through the week. A parent should sign this copy of your homework
timetable which will then be retained by your form tutor. Inevitably no two weeks will
be the same from the point of view of set work. Some subjects still include controlled
assessments which count towards the final examination. These assessments will
need to be integrated into your weekly schedule.
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Stages of the Y9 Options Procedure

Y9 Assembly
Thursday 19 November 2015

Y9 Information Evening for Parents
Monday 30 November 2015

Ongoing pupil consultations in school with
Ms Field, Mrs Lowe and Miss Wadey/ Miss Kent

Y9 Consultation Evening

Wednesday 20 January 2016

Pupils submit choices by completing the reverse side of this sheet,
to be handed in, at the latest by Form Time Monday 1 February
2016
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Subjects for Entry into Y10 2016-17
Core
English Language
English Literature
Mathematics
Science

All pupils study these Core subjects
Modern Foreign Languages
Choose one or two Modern
Languages. If you choose two
languages, one must be French.
Humanities

French
German
Spanish
Geography
History
Religious Studies

Choose at least one Humanities
subject

Classical Languages
Greek
Latin
Creative & Technology
Art
Business & Communication Systems
Computer Science
Food Preparation and Nutrition
Music
Design and Technology: Resistant Materials
Design and Technology: Textiles
Pupil Name:

Choose from these subjects to
increase your breadth of
experience.

…………………………...…………………

Form…………...

List 5 subject choices, in order of preference, from the list above. Do not include subjects
from the Core List as this is done automatically. Your choices should be handed in to
your form tutor by Monday 1st February 2016.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Pupil signature
…………………………………………………………….…..…
Parent signature
……………………………………………………………………
Date………………
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE
In English Language you will learn how to become effective communicators both in
writing and in speech. There will be opportunities for you to write in many different
forms (such as imaginative essays, letters, reports and newspaper articles) and to
improve your skills at the same time. You will also discover how to make judgements
in your reading, for example, by studying the language of newspapers, or of
advertising. At the end of the course, you will use your knowledge and skills in the two
examination papers.
How will you be assessed?

Unit 1 50%: Communicating information and ideas
Externally assessed two hour written examination.




Communicating information and idea focuses on reading and writing non-fiction
texts.
Read and compare non-fictions texts: one 19th century non-fiction text and one
20th or 21st century text.
Write one piece of original non-fiction.

Unit 2 50%: Exploring effects and impact
Externally assessed two hour written examination.





Exploring effects and impact focuses on reading literary prose texts and
creative writing.
Read and respond to literary prose texts- one text may be literary non-fiction.
Both texts are 20th or 21st century prose. There will be a 19th century text in
component 02.
Learners write one piece of original creative writing.

Unit 3: Spoken Language.
Non examination assessment.



Spoken language focuses on speaking and listening skills
Learners present information and ideas in spoken presentations and listen and
respond to others appropriately.
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ENGLISH LITERATURE
In English Literature you will be given a wide range of texts to read and discuss.
These will include poetry, prose and drama from different periods. The two
examinations at the end of the course will test your knowledge and understanding of
the texts studied, as well as unseen material.

How will you be assessed?
Unit 1 50%
Exploring modern and literary heritage texts.
Externally assessed two hour written examination.



One studied modern prose or drama text, including making connections with a
thematically linked unseen modern, same genre extract
One studied 19th century prose text.

Unit 2 50%
Exploring poetry and Shakespeare.
Externally assessed two hour written examination.



One thematic poetry cluster from the OCR Poetry Anthology, including making
connections with a thematically linked unseen poem.
One studied Shakespeare play.
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MATHEMATICS
In Years 10 and 11, pupils study for the Edexcel Certificate in Mathematics (IGCSE)
and continue to be taught in ability groups..
Candidates will generally be entered for the Higher tier covering grades A* to D, with
a few entered for the Foundation tier covering grades C to G.

Mathematics is a subject in its own right, but it is also used in many of the other
subjects you study. During the next two years you will continue to explore more topics
in number, algebra, handling data and shape, space and measurement. You will also
develop your problem-solving skills.
We want you to enjoy learning about this subject and our aim is to give you a good
understanding of mathematical ideas so that you can apply your knowledge
confidently and successfully.
How will you be assessed?
This is a linear course, examined at the end of Year 11, with no coursework
requirement
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SCIENCE
Is it safe to sleep with a mobile phone under your pillow?
Should you be concerned about eating genetically modified foods?
Is it better to vote for the party which supports building nuclear power stations or the
one which supports wind farms?
As well as helping you to think about such issues, the new GCSE specifications also
prepare you for further study in Science. You started work on the new AQA GCSE
Science specifications in September 2015. You will all continue with these into Year
10 and Year 11. This means that you do not need to make any decision about
Science at the end of Year 9.
You will be entered for:
either Combined Science (resulting in 2 GCSEs)
or

Biology, Chemistry and Physics (resulting in 3 GCSEs)

This decision will be made by your teachers and will depend upon your progress at
year 9 and throughout KS4.

How will you be assessed?
Both routes are linear and terminal courses which means that all the examination
papers will be sat at the end of Year 11. As well as written papers you will complete
Science Investigation work within the lessons to develop your practical skills. These
practical skills will be tested on the written papers. You will also undertake a number
of specific Biology, Chemistry and Physics practicals as part of these GCSE courses.
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MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES - FRENCH
Whether you choose one Modern Foreign Language or two, the skills you acquire will
be very useful to you in the future.
Language skills are useful when:
 Applying for jobs
 Visiting a foreign country as a tourist
 Making friends with people from other countries
 Exploring your interests (music, books, film, sport)
 Studying abroad

Course content:
In French you will study topics which relate to your everyday life such as family and
friends, relationships with others, free time activities, social media and holidays. You
will also begin to discuss broader topics, such as lifestyle and career choices, as well
as social issues in France and the French-speaking countries and communities.
Extracurricular opportunities:
There is the opportunity to participate in the exchange with our partner school in
Moulins and to attend a French film evening each term.
Why French?
French is widely spoken throughout the world. It really is a global language: it is the
official language of 28 countries and is the only language other than English spoken
on all 5 continents! French is also the official working language of prestigious
institutions such as NATO, the United Nations and the International Olympic
Committee. On a more personal level, not only will a knowledge of French make you
attractive to employers, it will also give you access to a rich and varied culture.




How will you be assessed?
There are assessments in Listening, Reading, Speaking and Writing.
Each skill makes up 25% of your final mark and will be assessed through an
external examination at the end of Year 11.
The speaking test will be conducted by your teacher.
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MODERN
GERMAN

FOREIGN

LANGUAGES

–

Whether you choose one Modern Foreign Language or two, the
skills you acquire will be very useful to you in the future.
Language skills are useful when:
 Applying for jobs
 Visiting a foreign country as a tourist
 Making friends with people from other countries
 Exploring your interests (music, books, film, sport)
 Studying abroad
Course content:
In German you will study topics such as technology and the cinema, festivals and
tourism. There will also be the opportunity to study aspects such as music, future
plans and sport.
Extra-Curricular Opportunities:
In Year 10 there is the opportunity to participate in the exchange with our partner
school in Bonn. In Year 11 there is the opportunity to take part in the German
Weekend at Patterdale, along with Years 12 and 13. Both the exchange and the
weekend are joint with the Boys’ Division. There is also the opportunity to take part in
the trip to Berlin.
Learning German - the benefits:
 Having German can give you a competitive edge when applying for jobs.
Germany is the UK’s second largest trading partner after the USA. That makes
German an excellent choice for young people wanting to maximise their
employment chances.
 German made products from companies such as Siemens, BMW or Bosch are
all around us. UK companies repeatedly say that they need German language
skills among new recruits.
 German language skills will throw the doors open to a whole world of culture.
Berlin is, of course, one of the most exciting cities in the world, but right across
the country you can enjoy Germany’s contribution to art, design, film and
theatre.



How will you be assessed?
There are assessments in Listening, Reading, Speaking and Writing.
Each skill makes up 25% of your final mark and will be assessed through an
external examination at the end of Year 11.The speaking test will be conducted
by your teacher
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MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES SPANISH
Whether you choose one Modern Foreign
Language or two, the skills you acquire will be very
useful to you in the future.
Language skills are useful when:
 Applying for jobs
 Visiting a foreign country as a tourist
 Making friends with people from other countries
 Exploring your interests (music, books, film, sport)
 Studying abroad
Course content:
In Spanish you will have the opportunity to study topics such as leisure, tourism &
education. You will also begin to discuss issues which affect young people, for
example career choices, relationships and social issues as well as aspects of
Hispanic culture.
Extra-curricular opportunities:
You will be able to apply to take part in the Spanish study trip. There is a Year 10
tapas evening as well as film evenings which take place each term. You will be invited
to take part in a conversation club with the language assistant as well as having the
opportunity to enhance your cooking skills.
Why Spanish?
Not only is learning Spanish becoming increasingly important in terms of the global
economy, it can also play a major role in your own personal development. Over 300
million people speak Spanish worldwide, making it one of the largest markets for
businesses and one of the most useful languages for travel.
How will you be assessed?




There are assessments in Listening, Reading, Speaking and Writing.
Each skill makes up 25% of your final mark and will be assessed through an
external examination at the end of Year 11.
The speaking test will be conducted by your teacher.
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GEOGRAPHY
Why study Geography?
Because it helps you to make sense of the world around you. Geography is a very
flexible subject and is a good combination with both Arts and Sciences. The multitalented Geographer has good problem-solving skills, can debate, analyse, critically
evaluate and understand a variety of different opinions about one issue. Studying
Geography goes far beyond the classroom. It will open up a world of other places,
cultures and landscapes. It will also provide the answers to many of the world’s hot
issues.









Why do people live near volcanoes and in earthquake zones?
What challenges face those living in Las Vegas?
City Life – is it good or bad?
If there is enough food produced in the world to feed everybody, why do
millions face starvation?
Trade or Aid?
Would you have accepted China’s One Child Policy?
With 7 billion people living in the world, is there a population crisis?
Too many migrants? Is migration a ‘good thing’?

From the shanty towns of Rio to the snows of Kathmandu, from the shores of Kerala
to the bright lights of Dubai – take a trip around the world with Geography!
How will you be assessed?
The examination is linear – you will be assessed at the end of Year 11.
There is no coursework.
Students MUST undertake the two geographical enquiry fieldtrips, which will be
carried out in contrasting environments and be linked to subject content.
Field Trips:
Year 10 – field trip to either a coastal or river landscape
Year 11 – Manchester for Urban Change (case study)
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HISTORY

Some of the important questions that we ask at GCSE:
What was the role of Emmeline Pankhurst in the campaign for women’s votes?
Why is Elizabeth I regarded as one of the most successful Queens in English
History?
How did the United States of America transform itself into a global superpower in
the 20th century?
To what extent did the outcome of World War One lead to the outbreak of World
War Two?

Do you know?
How dances such as the Charleston and Black Bottom, as well as Jazz music,
contributed to American society in the ‘roaring 20s’?
Why historians regard the reign of Elizabeth I as a ‘Golden Age’?
Why the actions of a small number of teenage ‘match girls’ led to huge advances
in factory conditions in the late 1800s?

Do you want to find out?
Then join us in the study of GCSE History and find the answers to these and many
other questions. Studying History will give you a greater awareness of our world
today. It will teach you to think, discuss, debate, write and understand. Above all, it
will teach you never to take anything at face value. After all, if a cultured and
intelligent nation could vote Adolf Hitler into power, don’t you think History has
something to teach us?
Trips: Year 11 – People’s History Museum, Manchester
How will you be assessed?
Examination:
Paper 1
Paper 2

1 hr 45 mins.
1 hr 45 mins.
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50%
50%

REL
IGIO
US STUDIES
This course examines the origins, beliefs and practices of Christianity and Judaism
and then looks at the impact of religion on the lives of individuals and on society as a
whole. As well as gaining an in depth understanding of these two world religions, you
will have the opportunity to discuss a wide range of the Twenty First Century’s biggest
religious and ethical issues. This is a subject where your opinion really does count.
Questions to be tackled include:
Is it ever right for a nation to go to war?
Is abortion acceptable?
Will women ever gain full equality with men?
Does God exist?
Should we bring back the death penalty?
Is religious belief out of date in an age of science and technology?
Should doctors be allowed to help terminally ill patients die?
Is the concept of marriage out of date?
Where did the universe come from?
Is there life after death?
You will investigate the range of attitudes towards these issues found within
Christianity and Judaism. A qualification in Religious Studies is valued by colleges,
universities and employers. It shows that you are able to think critically about
important issues, use evidence to back up a point of view, understand the beliefs and
values of others and that you will have an attitude of respect and openness towards
the people you will meet in life, whatever their background.
How will you be assessed?
At the end of Year 11, you will sit two examinations of 1 hour 45 minutes.
There is no coursework in this subject.

GREEK
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Anyone can take up Greek in Year 10; you do not need to have studied Latin
previously or be taking Latin GCSE.
Language
In Year 10 you will focus on learning the Greek alphabet and the basic vocabulary and
grammar needed to read Classical Greek. In Year 11 you will extend your knowledge
of Greek through reading texts and various types of language work. Pupils find this
highly beneficial for improving their English vocabulary and grammar, and enjoy being
able to understand fully what a great deal of the terms used in Science and Medicine
actually mean.
Literature
We shall be reading exciting prose and poetry selections from famous Ancient Greek
authors such as Homer, Euripides and Thucydides. Each selection is based on a
social, historical or mythological theme, such as the Trojan War. We shall discuss the
content and style of the extracts, and the issues raised, many of which are still very
relevant in today’s modern world.
Greek Civilisation
Although you will not be formally assessed on your knowledge of Greek Civilisation, we
will nevertheless study and discuss various topics throughout the course, such as
Philosophy, Law, Women and Religion. You will use a wide range of learning
materials, including illustrated books, pictures, and iPad technology. There may also
be theatre visits to productions of Greek plays.
How will Greek help you in the future?

Greek is an excellent qualification for many different careers as it encourages
and develops clear communication, precision, and logic, skills highly sought
after by employers. It particularly benefits the study of English, History,
Languages, Philosophy, Religious Studies, Government and Politics or Law,
and can prove very useful for careers in medicine, science or business.
How will you be assessed?
100 % examination

LATIN
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Language
You will extend your knowledge of Latin through reading and various types of
language work. You will continue to use the Cambridge Latin Course, plus other
language books and materials. Pupils find this helpful in understanding not only
vocabulary, grammar and language in English, French and Spanish, but also many
terms used in Science, Law and Medicine.
Literature
We shall be reading exciting prose and poetry selections from famous Roman authors
such as Catullus, Ovid, Tacitus and Virgil. Each section is based on a social,
historical, or mythological theme, and covers famous events and personalities, such
as the Revolt of Boudicca. We shall discuss the content and style of the extracts, and
the issues raised, many of which are surprisingly modern and throw light on events
and problems of our own day.
Classical Civilisation
Although you will not be formally assessed on your knowledge of Classical
Civilisation, we will nevertheless study and discuss various topics throughout the
course, such as Women in Roman Society; Religion; Public Entertainment and the
city of Rome. You will use a wide range of learning materials, including illustrated
books, pictures, and iPad technology. There will also be visits to Classical sites and
Museums.
How will Latin help you in the future?

Latin is an excellent qualification for many different careers as it encourages
and develops clear communication, precision and logic, skills highly sought
after by employers. It particularly benefits the study of English, History,
Languages or Law, and can prove very useful for careers in medicine, science
or business
How will you be assessed?
100 % examination
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ART AND DESIGN

In Year 10, you will be introduced to a variety of
experiences exploring a range of two and three-dimensional
media, processes and techniques which will include
drawing, painting, ceramics and printmaking.
Knowledge of art, craft and design is developed through research, development of
ideas and making. Underpinning your work is the use of sketchpads. Relevant images
and artefacts are explored to develop an understanding of different styles and
traditions. You are required to provide evidence of drawing and written annotation.
Later in the course, you are encouraged to recognise and identify your own strengths,
working produce individual and in depth topics of your choice.

How will you be assessed?
The course structure involves:
a) Portfolio of work (60%) Work selected from projects undertaken over the two
year course. This must include more than one project.
b) Externally–set assignment (40%) Work produced in response to an externally
set assignment issued on or after the 2 January in the year of the exam. There
will be a 10 hour period of sustained focused study completed to produce a
personal response.
Both elements of the course must show an understanding of Art and Design History
and Appreciation. To satisfy the requirements of the syllabus in this area, gallery visits
are organised in either Year 10 or 11 to see art work at first hand that is relevant to
your current programme of study.
The Final Exhibition
There will be an exhibition of your externally-set assignment and
preparation work along with a selection of your best portfolio work
at the end of your course.
Anyone interested is most welcome to join the Art and Design GCSE courses. It is not
necessary to be particularly artistic, as these skills will develop during the course.
However, it is important that you have a strong interest in Art and Design. This course
offers a welcome and varied change from other subjects on offer and will help you
perfect your creative skills along with learning new ones!
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BUSINESS AND COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
The skills and knowledge you acquire when studying Business Communication
Systems will be useful to you at university and in your future career. You will learn to
become an effective communicator, use information technology within a business
framework and develop skills by working as part of a group.
GCSE Business Communication Systems offers you the opportunity to become an
entrepreneur, design/make and market a product plus the chance to organise an
event. To equip you to deal with the world of work you will develop an understanding
of various laws and gain an appreciation of current business activities and relevant
documentation.
As part of this course you will use MP3 players, digital cameras,
video cameras, graphics tablets and create web pages. You will
visit the Trafford Centre to see how businesses operate.

How will you be assessed?
During Year 11 you will have:
 One theory examination
 One practical examination
 One Controlled Assessment (beginning of Year 11)

Field Trips
Trafford Centre, Manchester
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COMPUTER SCIENCE
This exciting course gives you the opportunity to investigate how computers work
(“Behind the Screen”) and how they’re used as well as to develop computer
programming and problem-solving skills. You will have the opportunity to enter a
range of competitions and use a variety of equipment.

As part of this course you will study:
Current and emerging technology;
Hardware and software including what is inside a computer and the different types
of software available;
How data is represented in computer systems such as binary (1s and 0s);
Storing data such as bits, bytes, graphics and sounds, etc.;
Computer communications and networking (you will study network types, cyber
security and social engineering);
How to solve problems by producing algorithms – in words and diagrams;
You will also:
Develop a range of programming skills by creating games, apps and meaningful
programs to meet the user’s needs;
Use the Little Man Computer to look at how the computer does what it does;
Work collaboratively which is essential for the world of work.

Computing is the course for you!
It’s the future for ALL careers –whatever career you’re heading towards (even areas
such as engineering, science, finance and medicine), you will need to know how
computers work and the impact they have on how we work and what they can do.
How will you be assessed?
At the end of the course there will be two 1½ hour examinations. There will also be a
programming project that will be completed during Year 11.
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FOOD PREPARATION AND NUTRITION
Food Preparation & Nutrition is an exciting and creative course. The course will
ensure a deep understanding of nutrition, food provenance and the working
characteristics of food materials. Students will learn about British and international
culinary traditions, food security and food safety. At the heart of the qualification is a
focus on developing practical skills and a strong understanding of nutrition.
Food Preparation and Nutrition involves:




Encouraging students to develop a broad range of knowledge,
understanding and technical skills related to food preparation
and nutrition.
Enabling learners to make connections between theory and
practice and apply understanding of food and nutrition when
preparing and cooking food.
The majority of the specification can and should be delivered through practical
experiences.

Topics Covered






Food, Nutrition & Health
Food Science
Food Safety
Food Choice
Food Provenance

There will be a range of focussed practical tasks that will enable you to develop
techniques and practical skills that can be used throughout the two year course. A lot
of practical work will take place to ensure understanding of the function and working
characteristics of food materials. All students are encouraged to make a range of
products to a high standard of appearance and finish.
How will you be assessed?




Food Investigation: Task 30 marks, 15% of GCSE (Practical skills are
assessed demonstrating understanding of the properties of ingredients)
Food Preparation: Task 70 marks, 35 % of GCSE (Portfolio demonstrating
planning, cooking and presentation of 3 dishes)
Exam: 1 hour 45 minutes, 100 marks, 50% of GCSE (A range of questions
including multiple choice, covering the topics studied in Year 10)
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MUSIC

The GCSE Music course will give you the opportunity to develop your performance
and composition skills as well as learning about a broad range of music spanning
several centuries and a wide variety of cultures. During the course you will learn to
appraise, develop and demonstrate an in-depth knowledge and understanding of
musical elements, musical context and musical language.
Are you a performer?
Your performance coursework is worth 30% of the GCSE, and involves a solo and an
ensemble performance that are marked internally and moderated by examiners. In
Year 11 you will have the opportunity to record each piece twice to maximise your
marks. Any instrument or voice can be used for your performance coursework, and
although there is no minimum standard required to embark on the GCSE course, you
will achieve extra marks for playing a more difficult piece of up to Grade 5 standard.
You will need to commit to weekly instrumental lessons, and join at least one
extracurricular musical ensemble.
How will you be assessed?

You will submit two contrasting compositions at the end of the course in an internallymarked and externally moderated portfolio that is also worth 30% of the GCSE.



Composition 1 – Composition to a brief
Candidates compose a piece in response to a brief set by the
examination board and released at the start of Year 11.
Composition 2 – Free composition

The composition portfolio must last for between three and four and a half minutes in
total. You will also be required to complete and submit a composing log.
The Listening and Appraising paper is worth 40% of your GCSE and is based on the
study of four topics;
1. Western classical tradition 1650–1910
2. Popular music
3. Traditional music
4. Western classical tradition since 1910
You will also study two of these topics (Western classical tradition and one other) in
more depth to develop critical appraisal of the context, purpose and circumstances
surrounding the composition of the repertoire.
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DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY - RESISTANT MATERIALS
Why Resistant Materials?
Designing, planning and production are all central to modern society. You will become
familiar with these important processes through the enjoyable, creative and practical
Resistant
Materials
course.








Resistant Materials builds skills for life
including:
High-level ICT skills, including 3-D design
CAD and Computer Aided Manufacture
Problem solving, analysis and evaluation
Technical skills, using wood, metal and
plastics, to create an original idea
Planning, time management and personal
organisation
Self-reliance and resourcefulness
Professional presentation of written,
graphical and 3-D design work

You will begin by experimenting with a range of materials and techniques and you have
the opportunity to pursue your own interests through theme based projects. You will
discover the endless number of ways that wood, metal and plastic can be used to
create innovative or traditional products. They work on designing and making items
such as a pencil box, a silver ring, a pewter pendant and an Mp3 player docking
station.
You will also analyse existing commercial products, refine your own ideas and share
possible solutions. You will learn how to present drawings professionally,
complemented by 3-D computer modelling and build competence in using machines
and equipment. You
After GCSEs
will learn the theory
A-Levels in Product Design: 3D Design can be a route
behind
the
towards many rewarding careers, such as degrees
materials
and
in Product Design, Architecture, Engineering, Industrial
Design or Interior Design. Or you might decide to processes you use
follow
in practical lessons. In Year 11, you
the course simply because you enjoy it!
will focus on your Controlled
Assessment Task (C.A.T.) for which
you design and make a product. You choose from a number of possible themes for this
task. Products such as a coffee table, a dolls house and a storage box for horse tack
have all been made by Resistant Materials students.

Example GCSE C.A.T products – an Mp3
player and a model rocking horse.

How will you be assessed?
C.A.T. in Y11: 60%
Researching materials and processes
Designing a variety of ideas
Making a fully functioning and professional looking final product
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Terminal Examination: 40%
Knowledge of different materials
Knowledge of designing skills
Knowledge of manufacturing processes

DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY - TEXTILES
Why should I choose to study Textiles?
Textiles Technology touches every aspect of our everyday lives.
The design and development of products through Textiles
Technology is a rapidly developing and expanding area. Career
opportunities are available in fibre technology, medical and
automotive textiles, commercial and domestic interior design,
journalism and marketing, as well as in the world of haute couture,
high street fashion and costume design for film and theatre.
What skills and knowledge does the course cover?
The focus of the course is to develop product design skills through effective research,
analysing existing products and creating ideas through trialling, experimentation and
evaluation.
Year 10
You will explore two projects, Cultural Decorative Techniques and a Retro/Vintage
Skirt, studying:
 Fibres; their source, properties, construction and use as fabrics.
 Technological advances and innovations in textile design and the clothing
industry with regard to manufacturing processes and techniques.
 Technique trialling and testing both through CAD/CAM (Computer Aided
Design/Computer Aided Manufacture) and traditional methods.
 Industrial and commercial practice in the design, manufacture and marketing of
textile products.
 Advances and innovations in ‘Smart’ and environmentally friendly textile fibres
and products.
 Working within an ‘industrially simulated’ framework from a design brief,
through specification and testing to evaluation of the product’s success.
Year 11
You will undertake a Controlled Assessment Task (CAT) creating a portfolio to
support the making of a high quality, usable, practical prototype product. Projects
undertaken previously have included contemporary fashion or accessories based on
the themes of ‘Japanese Street Style’, ‘The Age of Punk’, ‘The Swinging Sixties’ or
the colour, spirit and pattern offered by another culture; Summer clothing for children;
Accessories for bedrooms such as throws, sculptural door stops/seating.
How will you be assessed?
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Controlled Assessment: 60%
Terminal Examination: 40% (Examines knowledge and understanding of the
science and technology of textiles, from materials and components, through
design and market influences to industrial process and manufacture)
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Physical Education continues to form part of the Key Stage 4 Curriculum as a
non-GCSE subject.
The activities covered in Year 10 and Year 11 are predominantly new, providing girls
with the opportunity to widen their experience and further develop existing skills.
The programme of study moves away from the traditional sports of lacrosse and
netball, although netball is still covered, and focuses on the introduction of
badminton, volleyball, basketball, uni-hoc and football. Athletics and rounders
continue to be taught in the summer term.
In addition to the Year 10 Inter-Form competitions for netball and athletics, the
opportunity to join or continue with extra curricular clubs for netball, lacrosse,
swimming, badminton, tennis, athletics and rounders remains for girls in both Year 10
and Year 11.
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Examination Boards
Subject
English Language
English Literature
Mathematics
Science
French
German
Spanish
Geography
History
Religious Studies
Greek
Latin
Art
Business & Communication Systems
Computer Science
Food Preparation and Nutrition
Music
Design and Technology: Resistant Materials
Design and Technology: Textiles

Examination Board
OCR
OCR
Edexcel
AQA *
AQA
AQA
AQA
AQA
AQA
Edexcel *
OCR
OCR
AQA
AQA
AQA
AQA
AQA *
AQA
AQA

*denotes that this board is provisional as the specification is not yet accredited
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